How Junior Scholastic Meets the
Revised Texas Essential Knowledge
and Skills (TEKS) for Grades 6–8
®

Junior Scholastic engages students with high-interest national and international news
stories designed to support the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Social Studies,
as well as the revised English Language Arts and Reading standards adopted for
implementation in 2019–2020. With thrilling nonfiction, exciting videos, and rigorous
critical-thinking activities, Junior Scholastic will help your students develop key skills in
all strands of the Social Studies standards (including History, Geography, Economics,
and Government), as well as ELAR strands for language, comprehension, response,
multiple genres, author’s craft, composition, and research.
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Junior Scholastic Meets TEKS
for Social Studies
HISTORY
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.1
7.1, 4–7
8.1–9

The student understands historical
points of reference and how historical
events influence contemporary events
as well as political, economic, and social
development.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
•J
 unior Scholastic articles often focus on historical
periods and events. Text features, such as maps,
timelines, and lists, highlight other relevant information
about specific time periods or events.
• Timeline and chronology activities help students place
historical events in chronological order.
• Questions and prompts for small-group or whole-class
discussions help students gain a fuller understanding of
a period or event.
• Research and writing activities ask students to compare
historical events to current ones to see similarities and
differences between situations and to track potential
changes over time.

6.2
7.2–7
8.8

The student understands the influences
of individuals and groups from various
cultures on various historical and
contemporary societies.

•J
 unior Scholastic articles often focus on historical or
current influential people and/or groups. Lesson plans
and activities frequently ask students to analyze the
individual’s or group’s position on particular topics
using evidence from the text and then extend their
knowledge about these influential people through
further research and writing activities.
• Online videos allow students to see and hear influential
individuals and groups. Seeing and hearing these
people gives students another way to think about
how a person’s or group’s actions may have impacted
societies over time.

GEOGRAPHY
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.3
7.8

The student uses geographic tools to
answer geographic questions.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
• Every issue of Junior Scholastic includes at least one
mapping activity associated with an article. These
activities ask students to look at custom maps, which
are often coupled with other statistical data, and
answer geographic-analysis questions.
• Additional online map skills activities provide more
opportunities for practice, and our Map Skills Boot
Camp teaches students foundational geographic skills.
• News shorts and the back page of the magazine often
include data sets, graphs, and charts that students
can analyze to develop a clearer understanding of
information presented.
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GEOGRAPHY
TEKS Standard and What It Says

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

6.4
7.9
8.10

The student understands the factors
that influence the locations and
characteristics of locations of various
contemporary societies on maps and
globes and uses latitude and longitude
to determine absolute locations.

• Custom maps associated with articles highlight unique
characteristics of regions. Other important information
about a region is often paired with these maps to
provide a fuller view of an area or society.

6.5, 6
7.11
8.11

The student understands how
geographic factors (including physical
environmental processes) influence
the economic development, political
relationships, and policies of societies.

• Mapping activities have students analyze changes over
time in a region based on both physical and human
geographic factors.

The student understands the impact
of interactions between people and
the physical environment on the
development and conditions of places
and regions.

•J
 unior Scholastic articles often focus on environmental
issues throughout history and ones currently affecting
our nation and world. Maps and other text features
included with articles highlight this information in
multiple ways.

6.7
7.10
7.11

• Maps often include demographic information and
other statistical data to show more than the physical
geography of a region. This provides a visualization of
the information presented in the articles.

ECONOMICS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.8, 9
7.12, 13
8.12, 14

The student understands the factors of
production (natural resources, labor,
capital, and entrepreneurs) in a society’s
economy and the various ways in which
people organize economic systems.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
•J
 unior Scholastic articles cover economic issues and
how economic development affects societies.
• Political cartoons and accompanying analysis questions
often feature issues regarding factors of production, as
well as various economic systems.
• World History articles include information about how
economic systems were created and how they have
fared over time. The use of text features, such as
timelines, helps to highlight this information.
• Writing and research activities in the Teacher’s Guides
provide students an opportunity to study and compare
economic systems using evidence from the text and
other outside sources.

6.10
7.13
8.13

The student understands categories of
economic activities and the data used
to measure a society’s economic level.

• Articles focusing on economic issues include information
on economic activities in various regions, as well as how
to measure economic levels.
• Additional information presented in charts and graphs
provides a quick reference for students to show
important economic information about a region.
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GOVERNMENT
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.11, 12
7.14, 15

The student understands the concepts
of limited (constitutional) and unlimited
(totalitarian) governments, and, more
broadly, the various ways in which
people organize governments.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
•J
 unior Scholastic articles often feature events based
on governmental decisions, such as organizing or
implementing a new government.
• The Debate feature in each issue provides two
perspectives on an issue (frequently government- and
politics-based). Associated Skill Builders give students
opportunities to analyze and evaluate each side to
decide which one they support.
• Cover stories often focus on governmental issues, and
associated lesson plans in the Teacher’s Guides provide
close-reading, writing, and research activities to further
students’ understanding of the issues being discussed.

8.15, 16

The student understands the American
beliefs and principles reflected in
the Declaration of Independence,
the U.S. Constitution, and other
important historic documents, as
well as the process of changing the
U.S. Constitution and the impact of
amendments on American society.

•J
 unior Scholastic articles often feature U.S. history,
and an archive of previous articles is available on our
website.
• Although Junior Scholastic articles are secondary
sources, paired primary-source activities teach students
to identify and analyze secondary and primary sources.
•J
 unior Scholastic provides articles and activities that
pair well with Constitution Week events.
• Cover stories tend to focus on governmental issues in
the past, as well as ones currently affecting the U.S.
These articles work to find patterns and changes over
time and ask students to think critically about these
subjects. Students are encouraged to find facts and
opinions in the text while they are reading, and to
formulate their own opinions in writing.

8.17, 18

The student understands the dynamic
nature of the powers of the national
government and state governments in a
federal system, including the impact of
landmark Supreme Court cases.

•J
 unior Scholastic articles frequently focus on topics
like civics and the Supreme Court, providing engaging
and enriching material around current and past
political issues at all levels of government in the U.S.
Lesson plans include critical-thinking questions about
the topics, and activities encourage students to be
active participants in discussions on these sometimes
controversial topics.
• The Debate feature in each issue sometimes features
a Supreme Court case, and students are able to read
multiple perspectives and then analyze and evaluate
the claims made. Students can decide which side they
most support based on evidence from the text.
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CITIZENSHIP
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.13

The student understands that the nature
of citizenship varies among societies.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
•J
 unior Scholastic articles provide a look into what
citizenship means in the U.S. and in other countries
around the world.
• Engaging discussion questions and activities in
Teacher’s Guides help students further their
understanding of various societies and what
citizenship means to them.

6.14
7.16, 17
8.19–21

The student understands the
relationship among individual rights,
responsibilities, duties, and freedoms
in societies with representative
governments.

• National and international news articles and world
history articles highlight issues facing individuals in
representative governments, as well as other political
systems. Close-reading, writing, and research activities
in Teacher’s Guides allow students to further explore
these topics, formulate their own opinions about the
issues presented, and compare their experiences to
those featured in the articles.

7.18
8.22

The student understands the
importance of effective leadership in a
democratic society.

• Articles often focus on current and past leaders, how
they have responded to issues in their countries, and
whether or not their way of leading a country matches
the ideals of the citizens in that country.
• Debates offer multiple perspectives on issues facing
democratic leaders and how they might respond
based on their views and the views of the country they
represent. Skill Builders have students analyze both
sides of the issue to determine which side makes a
more effective argument.

CULTURE
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.15, 16
7.19
8.23, 24

The student understands the similarities
and differences within and among
cultures in various world societies
and that, despite some differences,
all societies have basic institutions in
common.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
• Before-reading activities in Teacher’s Guides assess
students’ background knowledge on a topic, which
helps teachers know how to present certain articles and
how to guide potentially challenging discussions.
• Articles provide multiple opportunities for students to
read and learn about various cultures around the world.
Related activities help students think critically about
the cultures presented in the articles and develop
perspectives about other cultures they may not have
otherwise had the chance to develop.
• Compare and contrast activities are especially useful in
helping students understand similarities and differences
between cultures. Research activities also expand upon
the information provided in articles.
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CULTURE
How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.17, 19
8.23, 25

The student understands relationships
that exist among world cultures,
including those based on religion and
philosophy.

• News articles frequently discuss cultures in relation to
one another, especially those in the same region of the
world. Discussing culture can help students understand
other struggles between different societies, even if they
share many ideals, like religion and governmental style.
• Custom maps provide students with a visual
representation of how culture looks in various regions
of the world. Mapping activities ask students to analyze
these maps to compare and contrast different cultures.

6.18
7.19
8.26

The student understands the
relationship that exists between the
arts and the societies in which they are
produced.

• Articles provide information about popular culture
around the world and allow students to learn about the
arts in other societies.
• News articles about other societies often include
information about the arts, as this is an important
part of a society’s culture and it can be engaging and
accessible for students.
• Multiple text features associated with each article can
also quickly highlight arts information about a culture.
• Online videos and photo-analysis exercises provide
opportunities to learn about and discuss the arts in
different cultures.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.20
7.20
8.27, 28

The student understands the influences
and impact of science and technology
on contemporary societies, including
political, economic, and social
development, as well as on daily life.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
•J
 unior Scholastic articles feature current issues in
science and technology and provide relevant statistical
information.
• National and international news articles often include
information about science and technology as it relates
to the topic at hand because these developments are
becoming more prominently involved in major issues.
• Debates often focus on a science or technological issue
affecting a country or the world, as many people feel
strongly about these issues. Students are then able to
analyze and evaluate these viewpoints to determine
their own positions and support claims with evidence
from the text.
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SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.21
7.21
8.29

The student applies critical-thinking
skills to organize and use information
acquired through established research
methodologies from a variety of
valid primary and secondary sources,
including electronic technology.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
• Before-reading activities allow students to think about
what they already know about a topic and then apply
that information to the article they read, being sure
to note anything that contradicts what they originally
thought about the topic.
• During reading, students are encouraged to take
notes, use graphic organizers, or mark key ideas and
questions in the text itself to facilitate a more fruitful
discussion after reading.
• During-reading activities provide opportunities for
students to hone critical-thinking skills individually, in
pairs, and in small groups.
• Online primary sources that pair with articles can
highlight multiple types of sources that can be
compared to one another.
• Activities ask students to analyze and evaluate sources
on a number of criteria to determine their validity.
• Sources using other media are featured in many
articles, such as photographs, political cartoons, maps,
and online videos. These provide additional ways for
students to gain an overall picture of the topic at hand.
• Additional resources are available at the Junior
Scholastic website, allowing students to gain familiarity
with educational technology.

6.22
7.22
8.30

The student communicates in written,
oral, and visual forms.

• Activities allow students to engage with an article by
responding to close-reading questions in writing and
then discussing with a group or as a class.
• Writing activities focus on the skills necessary
to become effective writers. Activities include
summarizing, identifying text features, understanding
the layout and organization of an informational text,
and paraphrasing vs. quoting.
• Writing activities often encourage students to focus
on an essential question associated with an article and
to respond to it using evidence from the article and/or
through continuing research.
• Debate activities ask students to analyze two sides of
a debate in writing and then evaluate the claims made
on either side in order to support one viewpoint over
another.
• Extension activities provide students with opportunities
to expand their knowledge on a topic through further
research and present their findings to the class in a
variety of formats.
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SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6.23
7.23
8.31

The student uses problem-solving
and decision-making skills, working
independently and with others, in a
variety of settings.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
• Questions and activities often ask students to use
inferencing skills. Because the answers to these
questions can be found by reading the text, but are not
explicitly stated, students must make decisions about
what the article is trying to say.
• Skill Builders promote problem-solving skills. These
activities can be done individually, with a partner, or in
a group setting.
• Debates and corresponding activities allow students to
read about multiple sides of an argument and, based
on the evidence given, choose a side to support in
writing.

To order Junior Scholastic, for additional editorial information, or to receive product samples:
Call: 1-800-387-1437
Fax: 1-877-242-5865
Email: magazineinfo@scholastic.com

Mail: Scholastic Magazines
2315 Dean Street, Suite 600
St. Charles, IL 60175
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Junior Scholastic ® Meets TEKS for
English Language Arts and Reading
DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING
FOUNDATIONAL LANGUAGE SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
1. Oral Language

1A—Listen actively.

Junior Scholastic articles are perfect for class readalouds. Audio formats allow students to access
articles aurally; history plays let students read text
aloud while others listen.

1B—Follow and give oral
instructions.

Instructions for activities can be read aloud to
students.

1C—Present.

Writing prompts and research activities offer students
opportunities to respond in various oral formats, such
as an organized presentation using a slideshow or
video, a speech, a public service announcement, etc.

1D—Discuss.

Our close-reading questions are perfect for studentled discussions. Lesson plans in Teacher’s Guides and
online activities are specially designed to engage
students in meaningful discourse. The debate in
every issue provides an opportunity to stage a lively
classroom debate or informal conversations in various
group formats.

2A—Use print and digital
reference materials.

Articles contain domain-specific vocabulary words
supported by printable glossaries, audio read-alouds,
and pop-up definitions and examples.

2B—Use context to
determine meaning.

Vocabulary activities allow students to preview
challenging words, learn word meanings, and practice
using new words in context to clarify meaning before
reading. Students are often required to use newly
acquired domain-specific vocabulary when speaking
or writing about articles.

3A—Use appropriate fluency.

Junior Scholastic articles and history plays offer
many opportunities for students to build fluency by
reading out loud in small groups or as a class. Textto-Speech audio support can also be used to build
fluency.

The student develops
oral language through
listening, speaking, and
discussion.

2. Vocabulary
The student uses newly
acquired vocabulary
expressively.

3. Fluency
The student reads gradelevel text with fluency
and comprehension. The
student is expected to
use appropriate fluency
(rate, accuracy, and
prosody) when reading
grade-level text.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
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DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING
FOUNDATIONAL LANGUAGE SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
4. Self-Sustained Reading

4A—Read independently.

The student reads
grade-appropriate texts
independently. The
student is expected
to self-select text and
read independently for
a sustained period of
time.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
Junior Scholastic is full of high-interest articles that
students are often thrilled to choose for independent
reading.

COMPREHENSION SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
5. Comprehension
The student uses
metacognitive skills
to both develop and
deepen comprehension
of increasingly complex
texts.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

5A—Establish purpose for
reading.

Online videos build knowledge and can help students
set a purpose for reading.

5B—Generate questions.

Junior Scholastic articles give students rich material
to question, discuss, create mental images, and make
connections.

5D—Create mental images.
5E—Make connections.
5C—Make, correct, or
confirm predictions
using text features and
structures.

Skill Builders develop the following key skills:
summarizing, text features, text structures, central
ideas and supporting details, text evidence, and
inferencing.

5F—Make inferences and use
evidence.
5G—Evaluate details to
determine key ideas.
5H—Synthesize information.
5C—Make, correct, or
confirm predictions
using text features and
structures.

Every offering in the magazine includes a rich array of
text features (such as photos, illustrations, captions,
maps, charts, headlines, and subheadings). A variety
of text structures appear in every issue, and closereading questions help students understand their
characteristics.

5E—Make connections.

Questions and activities prompt students to make
connections to personal experiences, other texts, and
society. Activities in Teacher’s Guides and online offer
ways for students to make connections beyond the
articles in the magazine.

5I—Monitor comprehension.

Close-reading questions are provided in the Teacher’s
Guide and online for all major features. Our questions
model close-reading questions that students can ask
themselves to monitor comprehension as they read.
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RESPONSE SKILLS
TEKS Standard and What It Says
6. Response Skills

6B—Write responses.

The student responds
to an increasingly
challenging variety of
sources that are read,
heard, or viewed.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
Online text sets give students a chance to compare,
contrast, and synthesize ideas across texts. Videos,
text pairings, and additional resources that
accompany articles give students an opportunity
to respond across a variety of sources.
Writing prompts and various activities ask students
to write responses that demonstrate understanding
of texts, including comparing sources using text
evidence to support their responses.

6C—Use text evidence.

Close-reading questions and Skill Builders help
students identify and properly use text evidence to
support written responses.

6D—Paraphrase and
summarize texts.

Activities often guide students to summarize texts.

6E—Interact with sources.

Ideas provided in Teacher’s Guides suggest varied and
creative aways students can interact with sources.

6F—Respond using newly
acquired vocabulary.

Vocabulary practice activities prompt students to use
new vocabulary in context. Writing prompts require
students to incorporate newly acquired vocabulary in
their responses.

6G—Discuss specific ideas.

Close-reading questions available in Teacher’s Guides,
online, and as printable activities for most articles
provide prompts for classroom discussions that delve
into the meaning of a text.

6H—Respond orally or in
writing.

The Debate feature in every issue provides students
the opportunity to respond to, reflect on, defend, and
challenge the text using text evidence.

6I—Reflect on and adjust
responses.
6J (grade 8)—Defend or
challenge author’s claims.

MULTIPLE GENRES
TEKS Standard and What It Says
7. Literary Elements
The student recognizes
and analyzes literary
elements within and
across increasingly
complex traditional,
contemporary, classical,
and diverse literary
texts.

7A—Theme
7B—Character
7C—Plot

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
History plays and related activities provide
opportunities to analyze theme, character, plot, or
setting.

7D—Setting
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MULTIPLE GENRES
TEKS Standard and What It Says
8. Genres
The student recognizes
and analyzes genrespecific characteristics,
structures, and
purposes within and
across increasingly
complex traditional,
contemporary, classical,
and diverse texts.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

8C—Analyze how playwrights
develop characters and
dramatic action.

History plays familiarize students with the elements
and structure of drama (dialogue, staging, scenes,
acts, etc.) and how playwrights use them to develop
characters and dramatic action.

8D—Analyze characteristics
and structures of
informational text.

Every issue contains a wealth of informational
text presented in varying formats. Close-reading
questions prompt thinking and discussion on
characteristics and structural elements, such as key
ideas and details, text features, and text structure.
Skill Builders include activities on text features and
text structure.

8E—Analyze characteristics
and structures of
argumentative text.

The Debate feature in every issue presents a debate
on a hot-button topic for students. These articles
help students analyze characteristics and structures
of argumentative text, such as identifying claims,
evidence, and counterarguments.

8F—Analyze characteristics
of multimodal and
digital texts.

Our website offers HTML versions of the articles and
a Presentation View that allows students to read the
magazine digitally on any device. Text-to-Speech
audio support is also available.

AUTHOR’S PURPOSE AND CRAFT
TEKS Standard and What It Says
9. Author’s Purpose
and Craft
The student uses critical
inquiry to analyze the
authors’ choices and
how they influence and
communicate meaning
within a variety of texts.
The student analyzes
and applies author’s
craft purposefully in
order to develop his or
her own products and
performances.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

9A—Explain the author’s
purpose.

Close-reading and comprehension questions often
address the author’s purpose.

9B—Explain how text
structure contributes to
author’s purpose.

Questions and activities about text structure explore
how the structure relates to the author’s purpose.

9C—Print and graphic
features

Close-reading questions and other activities explore
the author’s choices about print and graphic features
and use of figurative language, literary devices, point
of view, mood and tone, and rhetorical devices to
achieve specific purposes.

9D—Figurative language
9E—Literary devices
including point of view
9F—Mood and tone
9G—Rhetorical devices
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COMPOSITION
TEKS Standard and What It Says
10. Writing Process
The student uses
the writing process
recursively to
compose multiple
texts that are legible
and uses appropriate
conventions.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations

10—Writing process

Articles can serve as mentor texts for using
appropriate conventions. Writing Toolkits guide
students to write essays using the writing process.

10A—Plan drafts.

Writing prompts and contests provide opportunities
to use the writing process to plan, develop, revise,
and edit drafts.

10B—Develop drafts.
10C—Revise drafts.
10D—Edit drafts using
standard English
conventions.

11. Genres
The student uses
genre characteristics
and craft to compose
multiple texts that are
meaningful.

11B—Compose informational
texts.

Writing prompts and contests ask students to
compose informational texts based on articles they
have read. Informative Writing Toolkits guide students
through composing an informational essay.

11C—Compose argumentative
texts.

Every issue includes a Debate feature with a prompt
for students to write an argumentative essay.
Argument Writing Toolkits guide students through
composing an argumentative essay.

11D—Compose
correspondence.

Writing prompts and activities sometimes instruct
students to compose a letter to a person or group.

INQUIRY AND RESEARCH
TEKS Standard and What It Says
12. Inquiry and Research
The student engages
in both short-term and
sustained recursive
inquiry processes for a
variety of purposes.

12A, 12C—Generate and
refine research
questions.
12B—Develop a plan.
12D, 12E, 12F—Identify,
gather, differentiate, and
synthesize information.

How Junior Scholastic Helps
Students Meet Expectations
Activities in Teacher’s Guides and online ask students
to conduct more in-depth research on topics
presented in the magazine. Resources for print and
digital research are provided online to help students
identify and gather relevant information from a variety
of sources, including primary and secondary sources.

12H—Examine sources.
12J—Use appropriate mode
of delivery to present
results.

To order Junior Scholastic, for additional editorial information, or to receive product samples:
Call: 1-800-387-1437
Fax: 1-877-242-5865
Email: magazineinfo@scholastic.com

Mail: Scholastic Magazines
2315 Dean Street, Suite 600
St. Charles, IL 60175
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